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    		150cc Short Case Air cooled GY6 Scooter Engine w/Auto Transmission Electric Start for GY6 & most China made 150cc Scooters
[308-999023]	$409.95 $379.95
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		Displaying 1 to 10 (of 15 reviews)	Result Pages:  1  2  [Next >>] 


		Reviewer	Product Review
	mack H

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/23/2016
	his is quite honestly the best engine you can buy for the price. It's not just a good engine for the money, it's a good engine in general! Quiet, cool, easy to start,                                        
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	View Product


	Larry R

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/22/2016
	Best bolt on!! runs great no problems, great deal for the money, get the performance cdi you won't be sorry                                        
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	View Product


	Michael M

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/21/2016
	Purchased to replace a scooter engine. Item was exactly as described and a perfect fit for the scooter. Installed today and running great. Even a bit faster than the original engine which my son likes.                                        
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	Deb W

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/19/2016
	i truly am amazed about this engine, electric start is really saving my back! dosn`t have throttle hookup,but you can just fab something up!

ill say later what the wiring is.                                        
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	jason B

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/11/2016
	Engine runs well. Started right away. Good price. You need to spend some time understanding the wiring before you get it up and running.                                        
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	Brian N

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/08/2016
	Engine came with all components as promised

Engine runs.

Engine is an ok deal for money

No smokes when it starts

Have the same power as my (USED) Gy6 engines; I would be a lot happier                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	Linda B

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/05/2016
	Bought this as a replacement for the stock engine in my 150cc Puma Valentine scooter that I've absolutely thrashed over the last four years. It arrived quickly and was plug-n-play ready, though I did keep my old engine cover (because chrome!) and took off the kickstart. All I've done beyond that was initial fluids, 300 mile service and ride! While I'm being much kinder to it than my last engine, it's handling my 40 mile work commute and weekend riding just fine. I can't recommend it highly enough to get a scoot back on the road economically and quickly. Thank you!                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	George H

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/01/2016
	Excellent product runs great and was easy to install . Got to keep the Grandchildren happy , so I rely on MOTOPARTSMAX to keep me Happy . Greatest place to shop . Thanks MOTOPARTS ....1 Happy Customer                                        
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	Brian S

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/23/2016
	This engine is awesome fired up on first pull! put this on my sons scooter runs great! no need to waste money on Honda name brand engines

that is all you are paying for is the name, plus you can mod out this predator like crazy! Make sure to buy max torque clutch 3/4 (bore), makes big difference!                                        
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	Bethany W

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/18/2016
	I installed this engine in a Hammer head go kart. I had to make some small modifications, but it runs great. Thanks                                        
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[image: 150cc Short Case Air cooled GY6 Scooter Engine w/Auto Transmission Electric Start for GY6 & most China made 150cc Scooters]
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	308-999023
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Purchased to replace a scooter engine. Item was exactly as described and a perfect fit for the scooter. Installed today and running great. Even a bit  ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO Bolt 40cc ATV with Chain Transmission, Pull start! Disc Brake! 6" Tires!]
X-PRO Bolt 40cc ATV with Chain Transmission, Pull start! Disc Brake! 6" Tires!
$349.95 $599.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO Lanai 150cc Moped Scooter with 12" Aluminum Wheels, Electric/Kick Start, Dual Headlights and Tail Lights!]
X-PRO Lanai 150cc Moped Scooter with 12" Aluminum Wheels, Electric/Kick Start, Dual Headlights and Tail Lights!
$849.95 $1,049.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO Hawk Mini Dirt Bike, Gas Power 4 Stroke Dirt Bike! 40CC Pit Bike, Pull Start, 10" Wheels!]
X-PRO Hawk Mini Dirt Bike, Gas Power 4 Stroke Dirt Bike! 40CC Pit Bike, Pull Start, 10" Wheels!
$279.95 $399.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: DB-G028 250 Adult Enduro Dirt Bike, 5-Speed Manual Transmission, Dual Sports Street Legal Bike! 21"/18" Wheels!]
DB-G028 250 Adult Enduro Dirt Bike, 5-Speed Manual Transmission, Dual Sports Street Legal Bike! 21"/18" Wheels!
$1,269.95 $1,499.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO Thunder 40cc ATV with Chain Transmission, Pull start! Disc Brake! 6" Tires!]
X-PRO Thunder 40cc ATV with Chain Transmission, Pull start! Disc Brake! 6" Tires!
$359.95 $599.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: DB-W031 New 250cc Off Road Dirt Bike with 5-speed Manual Transmission and Electric/kick Start! Big 21"/18" Wheels!]
DB-W031 New 250cc Off Road Dirt Bike with 5-speed Manual Transmission and Electric/kick Start! Big 21"/18" Wheels!
$1,379.95 $1,599.00
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO KP Master 200cc Electronic Fuel Injection Street Motorcycle with 6-Speed Manual Transmission, 17HP Engine! Electric Start! 17" Alloy Rim Wheels!]
X-PRO KP Master 200cc Electronic Fuel Injection Street Motorcycle with 6-Speed Manual Transmission, 17HP Engine! Electric Start! 17" Alloy Rim Wheels!
$2,449.95 $2,699.95
[image: Buy Now]
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